POLICY

Policy title: RURAL AND URBAN ADDRESSING

Directorate: ORGANISATIONAL SERVICES

Branch: FINANCE

Policy objective: To outline the requirements and guidelines for a rural and urban addressing system for land within the Logan City administrative boundary.

Policy scope:
1. To apply when the Council is required to number any lot, building or structure adjoining a road.
2. To ensure the consistent application of a numbering standard for all land within the City of Logan.

Policy statement:
1. The Council has the power under part 3 (management powers), section 10 (numbering of adjoining premises) of Local Law No. 11 (Roads) 1999, to number land.
2. All land within the boundary of the City of Logan shall be allocated a single number or range of numbers as determined by the Director of Road & Water Infrastructure. The Council will retain the ability to depart from this numbering methodology only where no other practical options are available.
3. Starting from the end adjoining the street of highest classification, odd numbers shall be allocated to the right side of the street and even numbers shall be allocated to the left side of the street.
4. Other numbering requirements shall be in accordance with the Australian Standard for Rural and Urban Addressing (AS/NZS 4819:2003).
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